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What Is Air Pollution?

Air pollution refers to the release of pollutants into the air that are detrimental to human

health and the planet as a whole.

The Clean Air Act authorizes the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to

protect public health by regulating the emissions of these harmful air pollutants. The

NRDC has been a leading authority on this law since it was established in 1970.

What Causes Air Pollution?

“Most air pollution comes from energy use and production,” says John Walke, director

of the Clean Air Project, part of the Climate and Clean Air program at NRDC. “Burning

fossil fuels releases gases and chemicals into the air.” And in an especially destructive

feedback loop, air pollution not only contributes to climate change but is also

exacerbated by it. “Air pollution in the form of carbon dioxide and methane raises the

earth’s temperature,” Walke says. “Another type of air pollution is then worsened by
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that increased heat: Smog forms when the weather is warmer and there’s more

ultraviolet radiation.” Climate change also increases the production of allergenic air

pollutants including mold (thanks to damp conditions caused by extreme weather and

increased flooding) and pollen (due to a longer pollen season and more pollen

production).

Effects of Air Pollution

“While we’ve made progress over the last 40-plus years improving air quality in the

U.S. thanks to the Clean Air Act, climate change will make it harder in the future to

meet pollution standards, which are designed to protect health,” says Kim Knowlton,

senior scientist and deputy director of the NRDC Science Center.

Smog and soot

These two are the most prevalent types of air pollution. Smog, or “ground-level ozone,”

as it is more wonkily called, occurs when emissions from combusting fossil fuels react

with sunlight. Soot, or “particulate matter,” is made up of tiny particles of chemicals,

soil, smoke, dust, or allergens, in the form of gas or solids, that are carried in the air.

The EPA’s “Plain English Guide to the Clean Air Act” states, “In many parts of the

United States, pollution has reduced the distance and clarity of what we see by 70

percent.” The sources of smog and soot are similar. “Both come from cars and trucks,

factories, power plants, incinerators, engines—anything that combusts fossil fuels such

as coal, gas, or natural gas,” Walke says. The tiniest airborne particles in soot—

whether they’re in the form of gas or solids—are especially dangerous because they

can penetrate the lungs and bloodstream and worsen bronchitis, lead to heart attacks,

and even hasten death.

Smog can irritate the eyes and throat and also damage the lungs—especially of people

who work or exercise outside, children, and senior citizens. It’s even worse for people

who have asthma or allergies—these extra pollutants only intensify their symptoms

and can trigger asthma attacks.
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Hazardous air pollutants

These are either deadly or have severe health risks even in small amounts. Almost

200 are regulated by law; some of the most common are mercury, lead, dioxins, and

benzene. “These are also most often emitted during gas or coal combustion,

incinerating, or in the case of benzene, found in gasoline,” Walke says. Benzene,

classified as a carcinogen by the EPA, can cause eye, skin, and lung irritation in the

short term and blood disorders in the long term. Dioxins, more typically found in food

but also present in small amounts in the air, can affect the liver in the short term and

harm the immune, nervous, and endocrine systems, as well as reproductive functions.

Lead in large amounts can damage children’s brains and kidneys, and even in small

amounts it can affect children’s IQ and ability to learn. Mercury affects the central

nervous system.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs, are toxic components of traffic exhaust

and wildfire smoke. In large amounts, they have been linked to eye and lung irritation,

blood and liver issues, and even cancer. In one recent study, the children of mothers

who’d had higher PAH exposure during pregnancy had slower brain processing

speeds and worse symptoms of ADHD.

Greenhouse gases

By trapping the earth’s heat in the atmosphere, greenhouse gases lead to warmer

temperatures and all the hallmarks of climate change: rising sea levels, more extreme

weather, heat-related deaths, and increasing transmission of infectious diseases like

Lyme. According to a 2014 EPA study, carbon dioxide was responsible for 81 percent

of the country’s total greenhouse gas emissions, and methane made up 11 percent.

“Carbon dioxide comes from combusting fossil fuels, and methane comes from natural

and industrial sources, including the large amounts that are released during oil and gas

drilling,” Walke says. “We emit far larger amounts of carbon dioxide, but methane is

significantly more potent, so it’s also very destructive.” Another class of greenhouse

gases, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), are thousands of times more powerful than carbon

dioxide in their ability to trap heat. In October 2016, more than 140 countries reached

an agreement to reduce the use of these chemicals—which are used in air



conditioners and refrigerators—and find greener alternatives over time. David Doniger,

director of NRDC’s Climate and Clean Air program, writes, “NRDC estimates that the

agreed HFC phase-down will avoid the equivalent of more than 80 billion tons of CO

over the next 35 years.”

Pollen and mold

Mold and allergens from trees, weeds, and grass are also carried in the air, are

exacerbated by climate change, and can be hazardous to health. They are not

regulated by the government and are less directly connected to human actions, but

they can be considered air pollution. “When homes, schools, or businesses get water

damage, mold can grow and can produce allergenic airborne pollutants,” Knowlton

says. “Mold exposure can precipitate asthma attacks or an allergic response, and

some molds can even produce toxins that would be dangerous for anyone to inhale.”

Pollen allergies are worsening because of climate change. “Lab and field studies are

showing that the more carbon dioxide pollen-producing plants—especially ragweed—

are grown in, the bigger they grow and the more pollen they produce,” Knowlton says.

“Climate change also extends the pollen production season, and some studies are

beginning to suggest that ragweed pollen itself might be becoming a more potent

allergen.” That means more people will suffer runny noses, fevers, itchy eyes, and

other symptoms.

How to Help Reduce Air Pollution

“The less gasoline we burn, the better we’re doing to reduce air pollution and harmful

effects of climate change,” Walke says. “Make good choices about transportation.

When you can, walk, ride a bike, or take public transportation. For driving, choose cars

that get better miles per gallon of gas or choose an electric car.” You can also

investigate your power provider options—you may be able to request that your

electricity be supplied by wind or solar. Buying your food locally cuts down on the fossil

fuels burned in trucking or flying food in from across the country. And perhaps most
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important, “Support leaders who push for clean air and water and responsible steps on

climate change,” Walke says.

How to Protect Your Health

“When you see in the newspaper or hear on the weather report that pollution
levels are high, it may be useful to limit the time when children go outside or you
go for a jog,” Walke says. Generally, ozone levels tend to be lower in the morning.

When you do exercise outside, stay as far as you can from heavily trafficked
roads. Then shower and wash your clothes to remove fine particles.

If the air quality is bad, stay inside with windows closed.

Wear sunscreen. When ultraviolet radiation comes through the weakened ozone
layer, it can cause skin damage and skin cancer.

Don't let the Trump administration destroy the Clean Power
Plan

TA K E  A C T I O N
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RELATED STORIES

ONEARTH STORY

Week 122: Trump’s Power Plant Rule Could Kill Thousands.

He’s Hoping You Won’t Notice.

Trump also kills 20 years of child health research and continues to neglect
chemical safety.
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NORTHEAST DISPATCH

Industry Surrounds Newark’s Ironbound Neighborhood—

But These Residents Won’t Let It Define Them

The tireless efforts of locals are reshaping one of New Jersey’s most polluted
areas.

MIDWEST DISPATCH

A Coal-to-Diesel Refinery Is the Last Straw for These

Indianans 

The air in southwestern Indiana is bad enough without the emissions from yet
another proposed polluter.
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SOUTHEAST DISPATCH

Hundreds of Workers Who Cleaned Up the Country’s Worst

Coal Ash Spill Are Now Sick and Dying 

Ten years after the disaster at a Tennessee power plant, the cleanup crew is
seeking justice. At the same time, the Trump administration is weakening
protections for this toxic pollution.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 114: Trump’s EPA Questions if Air Pollution Really

Kills (It Does), and 1,400 Endangered Species Get Sold Out

Interior’s Bernhardt helped bury a damning pesticide report, the Clean Air
Committee goes soft on soot, and Trump nominates a climate change denier to
the Fed board.
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ONEARTH STORY

Week 95: As California Burns, Trump Continues to Make a

Bad Situation Worse 

Trump’s wildfire lies, Zinke’s acronym defense, and the EPA’s forced altruism
involving truck pollution.

Q&A

Global Warming 101
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Everything you wanted to know about our changing climate but were too afraid to
ask.

MIDWEST DISPATCH

Crushing Cars Is a Loud, Smelly Business That’s Terrible

for Air Quality 

So take it somewhere else, says Chicago’s Southeast Side.

WESTERN DISPATCH

In Long Beach, Touring a Toxic Neighborhood on Bike
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Residents who live near the country’s busiest ports are getting a new lens on the
pollution in their backyards, and new tactics to help fight it.

NRDC IN ACTION

She Breathes In Pollution, and Fights It, in the Windy City

NRDC’s Gina Ramirez is helping to bring attention to the wafts of manganese
dust that plague her family and neighbors on Chicago’s Southeast Side.

EXPLAINER

Are the Effects of Global Warming Really that Bad?
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Short answer: Yes. Even a seemingly slight average temperature rise is enough
to cause a dramatic transformation of our planet.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 73: Six Out of Seven Global Leaders Fight Climate

Change—the Other Promotes Coal

Trump won’t sign the G7 climate commitment, Pruitt doesn’t have time for smog
limits, and Zinke cancels science.
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PERSONAL ACTION

Climate Change Is In the Air

As temperatures and carbon levels rise, even breathing has become a challenge.
Here’s what you can do to help clear the air.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 80: Making Cars Dirty Again

Trump rolls back fuel efficiency standards while his EPA chief celebrates the
country’s clean air (achieved by past administrations).

NRDC IN ACTION

Climate Change Is Making Us Sick
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Scientist Kim Knowlton monitors the inextricable connections between the
planet's fragile health and our own.

WESTERN DISPATCH

The Warning Lights Are Flashing for California’s Once-

Glorious Salton Sea

Since this giant salty lake in the desert lost its water supply, its bird habitat has
been shrinking and more toxic dust is wafting up from its dry lake bed. Can the
Salton Sea be saved?

EXPLAINER

Your Guide to Going Electric
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Considering making the switch? Here's everything you need to know about
driving electric cars and hybrids.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 83: The Grim Details of Trump’s “Climate” Plan

The new proposal would take us backward on climate, tilt the grid toward coal,
and actually kill people.
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EXPLAINER

How to Protect Yourself From Outdoor Air Pollutants

Every time you go outside, you may be inhaling harmful chemicals. But don't hold
your breath. Just use your head.

POLICY PRIMER

Fuel Efficiency Standards Don’t Just Help Curb Climate

Change, They Also Create Jobs 

So many technological innovations in the automobile industry stem directly from
guidelines intended to reduce gas guzzling. If we lose these guidelines, we’ll also
lose a lot of our workforce.
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WESTERN DISPATCH

The Moss That Saved Portland

Roadside plants helped officials trace the source of a public health crisis and led
to new standards for clean air in Oregon.

ON LOCATION

Chicagoans Battle Manganese Dust Pollution

Southeast Side residents have been plagued by a heavy metal that’s known to
negatively impact the brain function of children.
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PERSONAL ACTION

Block Big Polluters

A step-by-step guide to protecting your community from dirty development
projects.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 86: No, Trump’s Methane Proposal Is Not “Neat”

Plus, your one-and-only chance to save the Clean Power Plan, and Steve
Bannon’s role in the Paris climate withdrawal.
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PERSONAL ACTION

How to Call Congress

Sometimes the best way to turn your anger into action is to pick up the phone.
Follow these tips to minimize your anxiety and maximize your impact.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 87: You Don’t Want to Live Downwind with Trump

Around

The EPA lets states pollute other states’ air, the Atlantic Coast Pipeline fails and
fails again to follow the law, and Ryan Zinke actually says the government works
for oil companies.
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NORTHEAST DISPATCH

In Philadelphia, Climate Change Can Take Your Breath

Away

But plans to cut local carbon pollution might help this asthma capital shake its
wheezy reputation.

MIDWEST DISPATCH

Will Calling Out Indiana’s Super-Polluting Power Plants

Lead to a Cleanup?

A recent study found that the state is home to four of the country’s most polluting
power plants. But elected officials won’t even show up to hear their constituents’
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SUPPORT OUR WORK

concerns about it.

ONEARTH STORY

Week 88: Trump’s Runaway Train of Deregulation

Oil trains won’t get better brakes, air conditioners won’t get safer chemicals, and
children lose their EPA advocate.
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JOIN US

When you sign up you'll become a member of NRDC's Activist Network. We will keep you informed with the latest alerts and

progress reports.
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